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Abstract—Network monitoring and measurement are crucial
in network management to facilitate quality of service routing
and performance evaluation. Software Defined Networking (SDN)
makes network management easier by separating the control
plane and data plane. Network monitoring in SDN is light-
weight as operators only need to install a monitoring module into
the controller. Active monitoring techniques usually introduce
too many overheads into the network. The state-of-the-art ap-
proaches utilize sampling method, aggregation flow statistics and
passive measurement techniques to reduce overheads. However,
little work in literature has focus on reducing the communication
cost of network monitoring. Moreover, most of the existing
approaches select the polling switch nodes by sub-optimal local
heuristics. Inspired by the visibility and central control of SDN,
we propose FlowCover, a low-cost high-accuracy monitoring
scheme to support various network management tasks. We
leverage the global view of the network topology and active
flows to minimize the communication cost by formulating the
problem as a weighted set cover, which is proved to be NP-
hard. Heuristics are presented to obtain the polling scheme
efficiently and handle flow changes practically. We build a
simulator to evaluate the performance of FlowCover. Extensive
experiment results show that FlowCover reduces roughly 50%
communication cost without loss of accuracy in most cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring resource utilization is a common task in network
management. Recently, as the rapid development of software
defined networking (SDN), network management becomes
easier and easier. A typical SDN based network consists of
many switches and a logically centralized controller which
monitors the whole network state and chooses routing paths.
The separation of the control plane and data plane makes it
possible to track the state of each flow in the control plane.
Low-cost, timely and accurate flow statistics collection is cru-
cial for different management tasks such as traffic engineering,
accounting and intelligent routing.
There are two ways to measure the network performance:
active or passive techniques. Active measurement obtains the
network state by injecting probe packets into the network.
Active measurement is flexible since you can measure what
you want. It estimates the network performance by tracking
how the probe packets are treated in the network. The accuracy
is closely related to the probe frequency in general. However,
the measurement packets will disturb the network, especially
when sending measurement traffic with high frequency. In
contrast to active measurement, passive measurement provides
detailed information about the nodes being measured. For
example, Simple Network Monitoring Protocol (SNMP) and
NetFlow [1] are widely used in network management. Passive
measurement imposes low or even zero overheads to the
network, however, it requires full access to the network devices
such as routers and switches. Besides, full access to these
devices raises privacy and security issues. As a result, these
limitations impede the usage of passive measurements in
practice.
The flexibility of SDN yields both opportunities and chal-
lenges to monitor the network. Traditional network monitoring
techniques such as NetFlow [1] and sFlow [2] support various
kinds of measurement tasks, but the measurement and deploy-
ment cost are typically high. For example, the deployment of
NetFlow consists of setting up collector, analyzer and other
services. In contrast, monitoring flow statistics in SDN is
relatively light-weight and easy to implement: the central con-
troller maintains the global view of the network, and is able to
poll flow statistics from any switch at any time. Furthermore,
the boundary between active and passive measurement in SDN
is blurred. The controller proactively polls flow statistics and
learns active flows by passively receiving notifications from
the switches (ofp packet in and ofp flow removed message).
The challenge is that all the monitoring traffic has to be
forwarded to the controller which is likely to result in a
bandwidth bottleneck. The situation becomes worse for in-
band SDN deployment when monitoring and routing traffic
are sharing bandwidth along the same link.
The existing pull-based measurement approaches such as
OpenTM [3] utilize many switch selection heuristics to gather
the flow statistics. It generates a single query for each source-
destination pair to obtain the traffic matrix. If the number of
active flows is large, the extra communication cost for each
flow cannot be neglected. In order to reduce the monitoring
overheads in SDN, FlowSense [4] is proposed to infer the
network utilization by passively capturing and analyzing the
flow arrival and expiration messages. However, FlowSense
calculates the link utilization only at discrete points in time
after the flow expires. This limitation cannot meet the real-
time requirement, neither can the accuracy of the results be
guaranteed. We argue that the existing approaches are sub-
optimal as they lack global optimization to choose the polling
switches. On the other hand, how to reduce the network
consumption for measurement traffic is not well studied by
far.
To address the aforementioned issues, we propose Flow-
Cover, a low-cost high-accuracy scheme that collects the flow
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Fig. 1. Motivation Example. There are six switches and five hosts in the
network. Five active flows are plotted in different colors: f1 : H1−H2; f2 :
H1−H3; f3 : H1−H4; f4 : H2−H4; f5 : H2−H5; f6 : H4−H5.
Each of the switches only holds the partial view of all the flows. The partial
view of each switch is given in the rectangles.
statistics across the network in a timely fashion. Our approach
significantly reduces the communication cost of monitoring by
aggregating the polling requests and replies. We leverage the
global view of SDN to optimize the monitoring strategies. The
polling scheme is dynamically changed with real-time traffic
across the network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to global optimize the SDN monitoring problem
formally.
The primary contributions of our approach are listed below:
• We provide a general framework to facilitate various
monitoring tasks such as link utilization, traffic matrix
estimation, anomaly detection, etc.
• We introduce a globally optimized flow statistics collec-
tion scheme. Our approaches select target switches by the
view of all active flows instead of on a per-flow basis.
• Extensive experimental results show that FlowCover re-
duces roughly 50% monitoring overheads without loss of
accuracy in most of the time.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
illustrates the motivation of FlowCover by an example. Sec-
tion III presents the architecture of FlowCover and formulates
the problem. Section IV elaborates the performance of Flow-
Cover by simulation results. Finally, Section V summarizes
related work and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION
OpenFlow [5] is an implementation of SDN. Currently,
OpenFlow-based SDN is widely used in both industry and
academia. OpenFlow is the de facto standard communication
interface between the control plane and data plane. It is an
application-layer protocol which contains Ethernet header, IP
header and TCP header. According to the OpenFlow specifica-
tion 1.0 [6], the message body of an individual flow statistics
request and reply message has a minimum length of 56 bytes
and 108 bytes respectively (at least 1 flow). Therefore, the
minimum length of flow statistics request and reply message
on wire are 122 bytes and 174 bytes respectively.
Note that the request and reply message are of almost
the same length, hence it is promising to design polling
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Fig. 2. The number of “polling all” switches vs. total communication cost in
a random graph with 100 switches and 20000 active flows in the network.
schemes to reduce the monitoring overheads, especially in
the scenarios with high polling frequency. The key insight
is that we aggregate the request and reply messages by
optimizing the selection of polling switches. The strategy is
to intelligently poll a small number of switches which cover
a large ratio of flows to minimize the monitoring overheads.
For simplicity but without loss of generality, we consider out-
of-band deployment of the control network in this paper. An
example is shown in Figure 1 to illustrate the problem.
A naive approach to obtain the whole flow statistics is to
query one of the switches along the path for each flow and
merge the results. However, according to the aforementioned
analysis of the length of flow statistics request and reply
messages, this strategy imposes too many overheads to the
network as it collects statistics on a per-flow basis: repeated
request and reply message headers. In order to poll all flow
statistics with minimum communication cost, we can design
a globally optimized strategy to reduce the request messages
and aggregate the reply messages.
OpenFlow specification [6] defines a match structure to
identify one flow entry or a group of flow entries. A match
structure consists of many fields to match against flows such
as input switch port, Ethernet source/destination address and
source/destination IP. However, it is impractical to select an
arbitrary number of flows with “segmented” fields due to the
limited expression of a single match structure. For instance,
consider the four flows passing S3, assume the source and
destination of these flows are: f1 : (H1, H2); f2 : (H1, H3);
f4 : (H2, H4); f5 : (H5, H2). Notice that H1, H2, H3,
H4 belong to different subnets, it is impossible to construct a
single match structure to match both f2 and f4 at the same
time. As a result, the polling method is either polling a single
flow entry with an exact match structure or polling all flow
entries from the switch. In this example, the optimal solution
is querying S3 and S6, with communication cost of Copt =
122+472+122+376 = 1092 bytes. Compared with the cost of
the naive approach Cper-flow = (122+174)∗6 = 1776 bytes, we
save about 38.5% of the communication cost. We have much
more performance gain in practice as the number of flows and
the network scale are much larger than this simple example.
In high-accuracy monitoring systems that require high polling
frequency, such optimization is of great importance to reduce
the monitoring overheads.
Actually, polling flow statistics from one switch as much
as possible is a sort of aggregation technique to save the
communication cost. However, if this “polling all” strategy is
employed excessively, it brings extra overheads due to repeated
gathering the same flow statistics from different switches. To
further explore the problem, we use a simple greedy algorithm
which chooses the switches that cover the most number of
uncovered flows to collect all the flow statistics. Figure 2
illustrates the trend of total communication cost as the number
of “polling all” switches varies from 0 to 80. The dashed
line is the total communication cost of per-flow method for
comparison. For aggregation method, there has been a steady
fall before the number of “polling all” switches reaches 30.
After reaching the bottom, the total communication cost rises
gradually until all the active flows have been covered. In
summary, our target is to design an efficient model to generate
a cost-effective polling scheme that reaches the lowest point
of the total communication cost.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first give an overview of FlowCover
and describe its architecture. The problem formulation and its
corresponding heuristics are presented thereafter. A practical
algorithm to handle the flow changes is proposed as well.
A. Architecture
Basically, the monitoring task in SDN is accomplished by
the controller which is connected to all the switches via a se-
cure channel. The secure channel is usually a TCP connection
between the controller and the switch. The controller collects
the real-time flow statistics from the corresponding switches,
and merges the raw data to provide interfaces for upper-layer
applications.
We elaborate the architecture of FlowCover in Figure 3.
In general, there are three layers in FlowCover: OpenFlow
Network Layer, FlowCover Core Layer and Monitoring Ap-
plications Layer. The OpenFlow Network Layer consists of
underlying low-level network devices and keeps connections
between the controller and the switches. The FlowCover Core
Layer is the heart of the monitoring framework. The flow
event handler receives the flow arrive/expire messages from
switches and forwards them to the routing module and flow
state tracker. While the routing module calculates the routing
path in terms of the policy defined by the administrator, the
flow state tracker maintains the active flows in the network
in real-time. The routing module and the flow state tracker
report the active flow sets and their corresponding routing
paths to the polling scheme optimizer respectively. Based on
the above information, the polling scheme optimizer computes
a cost-effective polling scheme and forwards it to the flow
stat collector. The flow stat collector takes the responsibility
to poll the flow statistics from the switches and handle the
reply. Finally, the flow stat aggregator gathers the raw flow
statistics and provides interfaces for the upper monitoring ap-
plications. The Monitoring Applications Layer is a collection
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Fig. 3. FlowCover architecture
of different monitoring tasks such as link utilization, traffic
matrix estimation and anomaly detection, etc.
B. Problem Formulation
As mentioned in Section II, we can poll flow statistics from
a switch by two strategies: (1) exact match of one flow; (2)
wildcarding all fields to collect all flows. The benefits of
the latter strategy is that we reduce the number of request
messages and repeated reply headers. On the other hand,
excessively usage of the second strategy imposes extra com-
munication cost as there are overlap flow statistics. Therefore,
the problem can be formulated as an optimization problem
whose objective is to minimize the communication cost.
The target network is an undirected graph G = (V,E),
where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the set of switches and E
represents the set of links. Therefore, n = |V | is the number
of switches in the network. There are m active flows in the
network F = {f1, f2, . . . fm} (called the universe), where
each element fi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m corresponds to a sequence of
switches Pi that represents the flow routing path with length l:
Pi = (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjl), jq ∈ [1, n], q ∈ [1, l]. Let lreq denotes
the length of the flow statistics request message, lrh denotes
the length of flow statistics reply message header, lsf denotes
the length of reply message body of a single flow entry. For a
flow statistics reply message with n entries, the whole reply
message length lreply(n) is a linear function of n1:
lreply(n) = lreplyheader + n ∗ lsingleflowentry (1)
Given the network graph G and the active flow set F ,
generate a collection of sets S1 = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} that each
element si is a set of the flows that pass vi. For each fi ∈ F ,
generate a single set sk = {fi}, (k = n+1, n+2, . . . , n+|F |)
and add sk to S2. Map the set sk to fi and add the mapping
to the map M , namely M(sk) = fi. According to (1),
for each set si, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) in S1, assign the weight
wi = lreq + lreply(|si|) to it; for each set si, (i = n+ 1, n+
1According to the OpenFlow specification [6], lreq = 122 bytes,
lreplyheader = 78 bytes, lsingleflowentry = 96 bytes.
Algorithm 1 Construct Weighted Sets
1: function CONSTRUCTWEIGHTEDSETS(G = (V,E), F )
2: S ← {(v1 : {}), (v2 : {}), . . . , (vn : {})}
3: W ← [] . W is the weight list for S
4: for each f ∈ F do
5: for each v ∈ Pf do
6: S[v]← S[v].append(f)
7: end for
8: S ← S ∪ {f} . Add single flow polling set
9: end for
10: for each s ∈ S do
11: W [s] = lreq + lreply(|s|)
12: end for
13: return S,W
14: end function
2, . . . , n+ |F |) in S2, assign the weight wi = lreq + lreply(1)
to it. The algorithm for constructing S from given G and F is
shown in Algorithm 1. The complexity of the transformation
is O(m+n). Let S = S1∪S2, the integer linear programming
(ILP) formulation of the problem is:
min
∑
s∈S
wsxs
subject to:
∑
s:f∈s
xs ≥ 1,∀f ∈ F
xs ∈ {0, 1},∀s ∈ S
(2)
This formulation is the weighted set cover problem that is
known to be NP-hard [7]. Now we justify how to obtain a
polling scheme from the solution of (2). Let t = n+ |F |, for
any solution X = (x1, x2, . . . , xt), the corresponding polling
scheme is:
• xsi = 1, 1 ≤ si ≤ n: Poll all flows from the switch vi.
• xsi = 1, n+1 ≤ si ≤ t: Poll one flow (and it is the only
flow in the set) f ∈ si from one of the switch v ∈ Pf 2.
C. Greedy Algorithm
Since the optimization problem (2) is NP-hard, we propose
a heuristic algorithm to solve it efficiently. Our greedy strategy
is: choose the most cost-effective switches and remove the cov-
ered flows, until all flows are covered. The greedy algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2. The main loop iterates for O(n) time,
where n = |F |. The most cost-effective set s can be found
in O(logm) time by a priority queue, where m = |S|. So
the computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n logm).
The algorithm is proved to be a Hn =
n∑
i=1
1
i = O(log n)
approximation algorithm [7] where n = maxs∈S |s|.
D. Handling Flow Changes
The active flows in the network change from time to time.
From Section III, we know that FlowCover detects the flow
changes by the flow state tracker. Intuitively, the polling
scheme optimizer has to re-calculate the polling scheme upon
receiving flow arrive/expire messages. However, we argue that
2The strategies to choose the switch have been studied in OpenTM [3].
Algorithm 2 Greedy Select Polling Switches
1: function WEIGHTEDSETCOVER(S,W )
2: C ← ∅;P ← [] . P is the picked set list
3: while C 6= U do
4: Find a set s ∈ S such that W [s]|s−C| is minimum
5: P.append(s)
6: C ← C ∪ s
7: end while
8: return P
9: end function
this is not necessarily true in practice. So we propose a new
heuristic to handle flow changes:
• When a new flow arrives: if it has been covered by
the current polling scheme, no further actions needed;
if not, just add one single flow polling rule to the polling
scheme.
• When a flow expires: if this flow is collected by single
flow polling, remove it from the polling scheme; if not,
no actions.
Obviously, the heuristic cannot keep the polling scheme
always cost-effective, but it prevents the polling scheme from
changing too frequently to impose extra overheads on the
controller. To keep the polling scheme up to date, we re-
calculate the polling scheme periodically.
IV. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of FlowCover, we build
a simulator written in Python to test it from different aspects
such as the reduced communication cost, overheads, accuracy
and the performance of handling flow changes. Experiments
are conducted on a computer with Intel i5-650 3.20 GHz (4
cores) processor and 4G RAM.
A. Communication Cost
We fist elaborate the reduction of communication cost by
FlowCover. We compare it with the basic per-flow polling
method proposed in [3]. Figure 4 shows the total commu-
nication cost in Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph [8] and Waxman graph [9]
which are widely used in network research. Both of the graphs
consists of 200 switches. We generate flows and choose the
source and destination in a uniformly random manner. The
number of active flows varies from 1000 to 100000 which
is a large number for a middle-sized data center. The total
communication cost of per-flow polling method is irrelevant
to the network topology, because it always generate polling
traffic regardless of the flow forwarding path. As a result,
we plot only one curve for reference in Figure 4. Compared
with the per-flow polling method, FlowCover reduces the total
communication cost of the monitoring traffic significantly in
both network topologies with different number of active flows.
FlowCover saves up to 47.2% of the total communication cost.
The experiments illustrate that FlowCover reduces about half
of the total communication cost, regardless of the network
topology and the number of active flows.
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B. Overheads
We examine the overheads of FlowCover, especially on the
construction time of the weighted set cover problem and the
polling scheme calculation time. The experiment is conducted
in a Erdo˝s-Re´nyi network with 200 switches. The result is
shown in Figure 5. There has been a steady increase in the
total computing time over the number of active flows. The
problem construction time occupies roughly 10% of the total
calculation time. The polling scheme computing time is almost
linear in the number of active flows (with fixed number of
switches) which conforms to the complexity of the greedy
algorithm. Our approach obtains the optimized polling scheme
very efficiently in practice: for a network with up to 100000
active flows, we get the polling scheme in less than 2.5s. The
computation time is much less than most of the real-world
polling frequency of monitoring tasks.
The relation between the number of switches and the polling
scheme computing time is explored as well. As shown in
Figure 6, for 20000 active flows in a Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph, the
polling scheme computing time keeps relatively stable, since
the computing time is in logarithm relation with the number
of switches.
C. Accuracy
We evaluate the accuracy of FlowCover by two metrics:
accurate flow ratio (AFR) which indicates the percentage
of accurate flows; average accuracy of traffic matrix (TM)
estimation which represents the error between the measured
and real traffic matrix. We emulate packet loss in the simulator
by introducing two parameters: packet loss rate and loss switch
ratio. The switches in the simulator are divided into two
categories: normal switch and loss switch. When a packet
passes a loss switch, it is dropped with a probability of packet
loss rate. Loss switch ratio is defined as the number of loss
switches to the number of all switches. We generate loss
switches in a uniformly random manner according to the loss
switch ratio.
Figure 7 shows the AFR and accuracy of TM estimation in
different network topologies. The AFR fluctuates around 90%
in both topologies. The accuracy of TM estimation always
above 99%. Figure 8 illustrates that the AFR resists to the
increasing packet loss rate; the accuracy of TM estimation
falls gradually from 99.9% to 98.1%. Figure 9 shows that the
AFR falls in proportion to the loss switch ratio. However, the
accuracy of TM estimation only decreases slightly from 99.9%
to 99.7%. These experiments demonstrate that FlowCover
saves the communication cost without loss of accuracy.
D. Handling Flow Changes
The performance of flow change heuristic is presented in
Figure 10. The experiment is conducted in a 200 switches
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi network with 10000 active flows initially. We
generate random number of flow arrive/expire events from
[0, 2000] each second. We set the polling frequency and the
scheme re-computed interval to 1s and 5s respectively. The
experiment lasts for 1 minute. The total communication cost
of per-flow polling method is plotted as the baseline and the
cost is in proportion to the number of active flows. It is
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easy to see that the flow change heuristic does not increase
too much communication cost compared with the always re-
compute method. This is because most of the new flows have
been covered by the current polling scheme. Sometimes, the
performance of the heuristic is even better than the re-compute
method. The reason is that the polling scheme is calculated by
an approximation algorithm. Increasing a limited number of
single polling has little impact on the total communication
cost. Therefore, the scheme which is obtained by the flow
change heuristics might be better than the re-compute one in
a short period of time. In summary, the flow change heuristic
further reduces the computing overheads of FlowCover and
tackle the flow change issue properly.
V. RELATED WORKS
As the rapid development of SDN and quality of service
routing, network monitoring has been emerged as one of the
hot topics recently. OpenTM [3] proposed a traffic matrix
estimation system, which obtains flow statistics by different
querying strategies. It collects active flow statistics on a
one-by-one basis which is not cost-effective. FlowSense [4]
presented a push-based method to measure the network link
utilization with zero overhead. However, FlowSense can only
obtain the link utilization at discrete points in time with a long
delay. It cannot meet the real-time monitoring requirement
and extend to other general measurement tasks. PayLess [10]
proposed an adaptive statistics collection algorithm to trade
off between accuracy, timeliness and overheads. Dynamically
changing the aggregation granularity [11], [12] is an alternative
to detect hierarchical heavy hitter and malicious attacks.
However, these approaches use extra wildcard rules to obtain
the flow statistics, which waste precious TCAM resources and
increase the processing time of packets. Detailed analysis of
the trade-off between resource consumption and measurement
accuracy has also been studied [13]. Besides, reducing extra
overhead introduced by SDN is also studied in [14].
ProgME [15] enabled flexible flow counting by defining the
concept of flowset that is an arbitrary set of flows for different
applications. OpenSketch [16] provided a three-stage pipeline
switch design to accommodate different sketch algorithms.
It supports different sketch-based measurement tasks at low
implementation cost. DevoFlow [17] proposed different ways
to improve the performance of statistics collection such as
sampling, trigger-and-report and approximation counters.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose FlowCover, a low-cost high-
accuracy monitoring framework for SDN. We analyze the
communication overheads of SDN monitoring and provide a
general framework to accommodate various monitoring tasks.
We model the polling switches selection as a weighted set
cover problem and optimize the communication overheads
globally. Heuristics are presented to solve the optimization
problem and handle flow changes in practice. Extensive ex-
perimental results show that FlowCover reduces roughly 50%
of the communication cost in most cases.
Our future work is to extend our scheme to a more general
monitoring framework, which takes the switch load, flow for-
warding latency and multi-tenant scenario into consideration.
In addition, we only consider single controller scenario in this
paper, we also plan to make a more scalable, high-performance
monitoring framework by designing distributed SDN-based
schemes.
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